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Pursuit Squadron of the Air Corps ordnance depots.
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officially recorded valor arrangements. The program opa
Negro soldier. They have es with a traditional memorial
by
been chosen at random from the service Sunday evening, Aug. 17,
list of awards of the Distinguished in the city auditodium. On MonService Cross during the
World day evening the veterans will be
War, and there are many more.
entertained with a special AkThere are less spectacular, but Sar Ben Coliseum. On Wednesas genuine,
examples of courage day will come the big parade in
today. Sergeant Samuel F. Bak- the afetmoon with 5,000 veterans
er,
stationed at Fort Huachuca, taking part. Many
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and
Arizona, kept a fire hose playing bugle corps will be in the line of
on drums
bulging with hot oil march.
anj ready to explode, during a reOrganizations meeting witd the
cent fire at that post.
He
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Infantry
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I
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the Soldiers’ Medal. Private Rcb- ish American War Nurses. Over
League, and Mrs, Walker, in an lovely affairs for visiting women ert Mobley, stationed at
Fort 50 calvary, infantry and officers’
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informal pose in front of their to the league convention.
Leonard Wood, Missouri,
swarr
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outstanding
palatial residence, Memphis where Walkers are
out into deep water of Big Piney

you that an aerial bomb draws
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blizzard. base, 1,700 acres in extent, will
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